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through a membrane. Based on increasing
molecular understanding of both biological
and synthetic membranes, key design criteria
for new membranes have emerged: (i) properly sized free-volume elements (or pores), (ii)
narrow free-volume element (or pore size) distribution, (iii) a thin active layer, and (iv) highly
tuned interactions between permeants of interest and the membrane. Here, we discuss the
permeability/selectivity trade-off, highlight similarities and differences between synthetic and
biological membranes, describe challenges for
existing membranes, and identify fruitful areas
of future research.
ADVANCES: Many organic, inorganic, and hy-

brid materials have emerged as potential membranes. In addition to polymers, used for most
membranes today, materials such as carbon

From intrinsic permeability/selectivity trade-off to practical performance in membranes.
Polymer membranes for liquid and gas separation applications obey a permeability/selectivity
trade-off—highly permeable membranes have low selectivity and vice versa—largely due to
broad distributions of free-volume elements (or pores in porous membranes) and nonspecific
interactions between small solutes and polymers. We highlight materials approaches to overcome
this trade-off, including the development of inorganic, isoporous, mixed matrix, and aquaporin
membranes. Further, materials must be processed into thin, typically supported membranes,
fashioned into high surface/volume ratio modules, and used in optimized processes. Thus, factors
that govern the practical feasibility of membranes, such as mechanical strength, module design,
and operating conditions, are also discussed.
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OUTLOOK: Opportunities for advancing mem-

branes include (i) more mechanically, chemically, and thermally robust materials; (ii)
judiciously higher permeability and selectivity for applications where such improvements matter; and (iii) more emphasis on
fundamental structure/property/processing
relations. There is a pressing need for membranes with improved selectivity, rather than
membranes with improved permeability, especially for water purification. Modeling at all
length scales is needed to develop a coherent
molecular understanding of membrane properties, provide insight for future materials
design, and clarify the fundamental basis
for trade-off behavior. Basic molecular-level
understanding of thermodynamic and diffusion properties of water and ions in charged
membranes for desalination and energy applications such as fuel cells is largely incomplete. Fundamental understanding of membrane
structure optimization to control transport
of minor species (e.g., trace-organic contaminants in desalination membranes, neutral
compounds in charged membranes, and heavy
hydrocarbons in membranes for natural gas
separation) is needed. Laboratory evaluation
of membranes is often conducted with highly
idealized mixtures, so separation performance
in real applications with complex mixtures is
poorly understood. Lack of systematic understanding of methodologies to scale promising
membranes from the few square centimeters
needed for laboratory studies to the thousands
of square meters needed for large applications
stymies membrane deployment. Nevertheless,
opportunities for membranes in both existing
and emerging applications, together with an
expanding set of membrane materials, hold
great promise for membranes to effectively
address separations needs.
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BACKGROUND: Synthetic membranes are
used for desalination, dialysis, sterile filtration, food processing, dehydration of air and
other industrial, medical, and environmental
applications due to low energy requirements,
compact design, and mechanical simplicity.
New applications are emerging from the waterenergy nexus, shale gas extraction, and environmental needs such as carbon capture.
All membranes exhibit a trade-off between
permeability—i.e., how fast molecules pass through
a membrane material—and selectivity—i.e., to
what extent the desired molecules are separated from the rest. However, biological membranes such as aquaporins and ion channels
are both highly permeable and highly selective.
Separation based on size difference is common,
but there are other ways to either block one
component or enhance transport of another

molecular sieves, ceramics, zeolites, various nanomaterials (e.g., graphene, graphene oxide, and
metal organic frameworks), and their mixtures
with polymers have been explored. Simultaneously,
global challenges such as climate change and
rapid population growth
ON OUR WEBSITE
stimulate the search for
efficient water purification
Read the full article
and energy-generation techat http://dx.doi.
org/10.1126/
nologies, many of which
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are membrane-based. Ad..................................................
ditional driving forces include wastewater reuse from shale gas extraction
and improvement of chemical and petrochemical
separation processes by increasing the use of
light hydrocarbons for chemicals manufacturing.
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S

ynthetic membranes, based largely on
polymers, are widely used in gas separations (e.g., air dehydration; O2/N2 separation; hydrogen purification; and CO2, H2S,
and higher hydrocarbon removal from natural gas), water purification (e.g., desalination, ultrapure water production, drinking water treatment,
and municipal and industrial wastewater treatment and reuse) (1–3), bioprocessing (e.g., sterile
filtration, protein concentration, and buffer exchange) (4, 5), medical applications (e.g., dialysis, blood oxygenation, and drug delivery) (6),
food processing (e.g., beer and wine clarification
and demineralization of whey, juices, and sugar)
(7, 8), chemicals production (e.g., chlor-alkali process to produce chlorine and sodium hydroxide)
(8), batteries (9), and fuel cells (10, 11). Potential
applications include energy generation (12, 13);
energy storage (14); environmental applications
such as carbon capture (15) and selective removal
of ions (e.g., nitrates and phosphates) contributing
to surface water eutrophication (16); organic
solvent recovery (17); pharmaceutical purification
(18); catalyst recovery (18); and membrane crystallization (19), distillation (3, 19), and emulsification (20). In many applications, membranes
are favored over other processes due to advantages in energy efficiency, simplicity, manufactur1
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ing scalability, and small footprint (1–3). However,
all synthetic membranes are subject to a trade-off
between permeability and selectivity, as well as
practical challenges such as fouling, degradation, and material failure that limit their use.
Origin of the permeability-selectivity
trade-off
The commercialization of polymeric membranes
for gas separations in the late 1970s catalyzed a
sustained search for materials with better separation properties. As the database of gas permeation properties on various materials expanded,
researchers discovered a trade-off between gas
permeability, Pi (see Box 1 for definition), and
selectivity, ai,j = Pi /Pj, where i represents the
more permeable gas of the i, j gas pair (e.g., i =
O2 and j = N2 in air separation) (21). During the
1980s, permeability data on six common gases
(He, H2, O2, N2, CO2, and CH4) were compiled,
and the trade-off relationship between permeability and selectivity was analyzed. Polymers
having the highest selectivity at a given permeability lay near or on a line, called the upper
bound, obeying the following relation (21)
li;j

ai;j ¼ bi;j Pi

ð1Þ

where li,j and bi,j are parameters depending on
the gas pair. An example for air separation (i.e.,
O2/N2 separation) is shown in Fig. 1A. More permeable polymers tend to have lower selectivity,
and vice versa. This study (21) became the standard against which permeability and selectivity
values for new and improved membrane materials were measured.
A theoretical model of the permeability/
selectivity trade-off (22) revealed that the slope,
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Increasing demands for energy-efficient separations in applications ranging from water
purification to petroleum refining, chemicals production, and carbon capture have
stimulated a vigorous search for novel, high-performance separation membranes. Synthetic
membranes suffer a ubiquitous, pernicious trade-off: highly permeable membranes lack
selectivity and vice versa. However, materials with both high permeability and high
selectivity are beginning to emerge. For example, design features from biological membranes
have been applied to break the permeability-selectivity trade-off. We review the basis for the
permeability-selectivity trade-off, state-of-the-art approaches to membrane materials
design to overcome the trade-off, and factors other than permeability and selectivity that
govern membrane performance and, in turn, influence membrane design.

li, j, depends on the ratio of gas molecule diameters, li, j = (dj /di)2 − 1, where dj and di are
the kinetic diameters of the larger and smaller
gases, respectively, and upper-bound behavior
was found for all gas pairs reported. The front
factor, bi, j, depends on gas solubility, li, j, and an
adjustable constant, f, related to the average distance between polymer chains and chain stiffness.
This model was based on five hypotheses: (i) gas
permeation occurs via the solution-diffusion mechanism (see Box 1); (ii) gas diffusion is an activated
process, described by an Arrhenius equation;
(iii) the activation energy of diffusion, ED, of
a gas molecule depends on the square of its
effective size; (iv) a universal linear free-energy
relation exists between ED and the front factor
in the Arrhenius equation; and (v) gas solubility
depends on gas molecule condensability, as expressed, for example, by the Lennard-Jones well
depth of the gas molecule.
The 1991 upper-bound results (21) were revisited in 2008 with a much larger database and
notable advances in the search for more permeable and selective polymers (23). In most cases,
only modest shifts in the upper bound were
observed despite many studies between 1991
and 2008 aimed at preparing materials to exceed
the upper bound. This point is illustrated in Fig.
1A where the 1991 and 2008 upper bounds are
superimposed. Notably, and in agreement with
the upper-bound model (22), the slopes, li, j, of
the upper bound did not change, but the position of the upper bound, bi, j, moved as shown
in Fig. 1A for all gas pairs considered.
The most significant changes in bi, j values
were with He-based gas pairs (specifically He/H2),
where glassy perfluorinated polymers came to
dominate the upper bound (23). Perfluoropolymers
exhibit unique gas solubility characteristics relative to aromatic and other hydrocarbon polymers,
for reasons still unresolved at a fundamental level
(24, 25). These solubility characteristics account
for the presence of perfluoropolymers at the upper bound for some gas pairs.
For other gas pairs, bi, j values changed due to
introduction of new materials. Two classes of polymers—PIMs (polymers of intrinsic microporosity,
e.g., polybenzodioxanes) (26) and TRs (thermally
rearranged polymers, e.g., polybenzoxazoles)
(27)—gave exceptional performance. For CO2/CH4,
several TR polymers significantly exceeded the upper bound. The bases for their unusually high
permeability/selectivity combinations are (i) high gas
solubility, an inherent characteristic of high freevolume glassy polymers such as PIMs and TR
polymers; (ii) high gas diffusion coefficients,
which are also a consequence of high free volume; and (iii) for several gas pairs (e.g., O2/N2
and CO2/CH4), unusually high gas diffusion selectivity, suggesting size and size distribution
of free-volume elements in a range particularly
suitable for separating these gas molecules based
on sub-Angstrom differences in effective gas molecule size (28).
A comparison of rubbery versus glassy (i.e.,
flexible versus rigid) polymers (29) revealed that
gas solubilities are uniformly higher in glassy
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Fig. 1. Upper-bound relations in polymer membranes. (A) O2/N2 separation (23); (B) water/salt
separation (39); (C) protein/water separation in porous ultrafiltration membranes [1/Sa is the
separation factor of bovine serum albumin (BSA) from water and other small solutes (e.g., salts and
sugars)], and hydraulic permeability is the rate of transport through the membrane of water and
any solutes not retained by the membrane (43); and (D) polymer electrolyte membranes, where ionic
conductivity for membranes at a given level of water uptake (i.e., water sorption) is apparently
limited by an upper-bound type relationship (44).

Box 1. Solution-diffusion transport mechanism in nonporous polymers. Gas permeability
is defined as Pi = NiL/Dp, where Ni is the steady-state flux of gas i through the membrane,
L is membrane thickness, and Dp is the transmembrane pressure difference (or partial pressure
difference, in the case of gas mixtures). The three-step solution-diffusion mechanism is
the accepted framework for small-molecule transport in nonporous polymers (120). A penetrant
molecule (i) dissolves into the upstream (i.e., high concentration) side of a membrane, (ii) diffuses
through the membrane, and (iii) desorbs from the downstream (i.e., low concentration) side
of a membrane. The second step is the rate-limiting step in all current membranes, and the
rate-limiting step in gas diffusion through polymers is the local segmental dynamics of the
polymer chains, which open transient gaps (i.e., free-volume elements) through which gas
diffusion occurs. In this framework, permeability is written as Pi = SiDi, where Si and Di are
the penetrant solubility and diffusivity in the polymer, respectively, and ai,j = (Si/Sj) × (Di/Dj),
where Si/Sj and Di/Dj are the solubility and diffusivity selectivities, respectively. The same
mechanism applies to water and salt transport in RO membranes and other membrane
processes involving nonporous materials (120). The gas permeability unit is the barrer, where
ðSTPÞ cm
1 barrer ¼ 1010 cm
. Gas flux is often normalized by pressure to give permeance, Pi /L =
cm2 s cmHg
3

cm ðSTPÞ
Ni/Dp, which is reported in gas permeation units (GPU), where 1 GPU ¼ 106 cm
2 s cmHg. In
3

RO desalination membranes, the equivalent expression for water flux, Nw, is Nw = A(Dp – Dp),
where A (i.e., permeance) contains the membrane permeability to thickness ratio, Dp is the
applied hydrostatic pressure, and Dp is the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane,
generated by the difference in salt concentration on either side of the membrane (121).
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than rubbery polymers when compared at equivalent permeabilities, due to additional sorption
of gas into the nonequilibrium excess volume
inherently present in glassy polymers (i.e., dualmode sorption) (30). Thus, glassy polymers dominate the upper bound mainly due to higher gas
solubility than rubbery polymers (29). When
compared at equivalent free-volume levels, rubbery and glassy polymers have very similar diffusion selectivities (29). That is, for most polymers,
diffusion selectivity differences between glassy
and rubbery polymers only modestly favor glassy
polymers, in contrast to generalizations previously
reported and accepted in the literature.
Various approaches to exceed the upper bound
have been explored, including surface modification (31, 32), facilitated transport (33), phaseseparated polymer blends (34), and mixed-matrix
membranes (MMMs) (35). Although the upperbound concept as originally formulated only applies
to homogeneous polymer membranes, comparing permeability and selectivity data on upperbound plots remains a popular way to gauge
membrane material performance. In addition
to the upper-bound pairs possible from the six
gases noted above, upper-bound relationships
have been reported for other important gas pairs,
such as propylene/propane (36), ethylene/ethane
(37), and N2/NF3 (38).
Other examples of such trade-off behavior
have emerged in virtually all synthetic polymer
membranes, including desalination membranes
(39) (Fig. 1B), forward osmosis membranes (40–42),
porous ultrafiltration (UF) membranes (43) (Fig.
1C), polymer electrolyte membranes for fuel cells
(44) (Fig. 1D), pervaporation membranes (45),
and ion-exchange membranes (46). The fundamental physics of small-molecule transport through
dense, nonporous polymers (e.g., for gas separation
and water/salt separation (47)) are different from
those of proteins through porous UF membranes
and ion transport through charged polymers
in electrically driven separations (3, 5, 8, 43).
Nevertheless, upper-bound behavior is observed
in all cases, suggesting the generality of this
phenomenon in both dense and porous membranes. Additionally, materials used to form
either porous or dense membranes do not necessarily have to be polymeric for the resulting
membranes to exhibit permeability-selectivity
trade-offs (48).
Common features of the dense polymer membranes mentioned above are a broad distribution
of free-volume element sizes, as shown in Fig. 2,
A and B, and relatively nonspecific interactions
governing solubility of small molecules in polymers (3, 27, 30). Changing a polymer structure
to give more rapid permeation often enhances
permeability of larger species more than smaller
species, resulting in increased permeability but
decreased selectivity. This pattern has been ascribed to a lack of ability to increase free-volume
element size while simultaneously narrowing
free-volume element size distribution (27). Membranes with very narrow pore size distributions
are “isoporous” membranes (i.e., those with uniform pore sizes), as shown in Fig. 2, C and D. Such
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membranes can have both high permeability
and high selectivity because the isoporous geometry contributes to membranes with no tortuosity
(high permeability) and precise, uniform pore
size (high selectivity). However, practical development of these membranes is in its infancy.
Design approaches for improved
permeability and selectivity
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Fig. 2. Evolution of cavity (or pore) size distributions in membranes. Cavity (or pore) size
distributions in separation membranes, ranging from (A) broad cavity-size distributions in dense
polymers, such as those used in gas separations (113) and (B) water purification (e.g., porous
ultrafiltration membranes) (114) to narrow pore size distributions in (C) isoporous UF membranes
formed via self-assembly of block copolymers (~34-nm pore diameter) (52), (D) graphene
nanomesh having ~30-nm pores prepared via block copolymer lithography (115), (E) potassium ion
channel (116), (F) aquaporin (93), and (G) the effect of hourglass pore design parameters (pore
opening angle, a, and aspect ratio, L/a) on water permeability (117).

Biological membranes, such as potassium ion
channels and aquaporins (Fig. 2, E and F), have
extremely high selectivity-permeability combinations, which has stimulated recent efforts aimed
at (i) direct incorporation of such structures into
membranes (49), (ii) theoretical studies aimed at
understanding optimal structures (Fig. 2G) that
might yield high permeability and selectivity, or
(iii) synthetic membrane structures that mimic
or are inspired by one or more elements of biological membranes. So far, incorporation of, for
example, aquaporins into membranes has been
done via assimilation of aquaporins into vesicles
and integration of the resulting vesicles into
membranes, but there are no successful, reproducible studies demonstrating that this strategy
can produce highly selective membranes (48).
Thus, much remains uncertain about their ability
to be processed into the large-scale, defect-free
structures required for practical applications or
whether they can maintain adequate transport
and selectivity properties upon exposure to complex, real-world feed mixtures for extended periods
of time. We return to these points below.
Certain structural changes in polymers used
for gas separation, such as thermal rearrangement, narrow an otherwise broad free-volume
element size distribution. This contributes to
higher permeability-selectivity combinations, but
such materials still have a wide distribution of
free-volume elements relative to biological membranes (27). Block copolymers innately self-assemble
into well-defined structures with regular periodicity. This phenomenon has been harnessed to
prepare ~15-nm-diameter isoporous membranes
with complete rejection of virus particles and
high water flux (50). This concept was extended
to prepare isoporous UF membranes via nonsolvent-induced phase inversion (NIPS), an industrial process used to produce many current
membranes, providing a potential route to largescale production of such structures (51). Optimization of this process led to water permeances
of 3200 L m−2h−1bar−1, an order of magnitude
higher than conventional NIPS membranes of
the same average pore size, coupled with a selectivity of 87 for separating bovine serum albumin
(MW = 67 kDa, diameter ~6.8 nm) from globulin-g
(MW = 150 kDa, diameter ~14 nm), proteins too
close in size to be separated by conventional UF
membranes (52). The high water permeance in
such isoporous membranes was due to higher
porosity and lower tortuosity at similar pore size
relative to conventional UF membranes. Typically,
such self-assembled structures can be used to make
isoporous membranes with pore sizes ranging
from 3 to 20 nm, in the range of UF membranes.
Using mixtures of different block copolymers,
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ity (130 at 120°C), and a strong temperature dependence of H2 permeance, implying activated
molecular transport through the ZIF-8 pores. When
defects were sealed with poly(dimethylsiloxane),
the H2/C3H8 selectivity increased to 370, but H2
permeance decreased to 750 GPU. ZIF-8 has an
effective aperture (i.e., pore) size of ~4.0 Å, so it
may be of interest for propylene/propane separation, a large-scale, highly energy-intensive separation (36). More recently, Kwon et al. reported
heteroepitaxially grown ZIF membranes consisting
of two different ZIF layers (60). Submicrometerthick ZIF-67 membranes were heteroepitaxially
grown from ZIF-8 seed layers on alumina supports. Addition of a ZIF-8 overlayer (~300 nm)
on a ZIF-67 membrane led to very high propylene/
propane separation factor (~200) with high propylene permeability, well above the upper bound
for both polymer and carbon membranes (36).
However, since alumina is a brittle ceramic, this
approach does not solve the basic mechanical
property challenge facing such materials, rendering scale-up of these membranes unlikely.
Graphene and other two-dimensional (2D) atomically thin materials (e.g., graphdiyne, graphyne,
hBN, and MoS2, 2D polymers based on polyphenylene, porphyrin, and cyclohexa-m-phenylene, etc.)
have attracted attention because of the minimum
possible thickness, high mechanical strength,
chemical stability, and ability to create selective nanoscale pores in their rigid 2D lattices
(61). Two distinct strategies to use such materials
(e.g., graphene) for membranes have been reported:
(i) creating nanopores (or defects) in the basal plane
(62) or (ii) tailoring the 2D nanochannels inherently
present between stacked 2D sheets (e.g., graphene
oxide or reduced graphene oxide) (63). Simulations
suggest that monolayer porous graphene could be
highly permeable and selective, with higher separation performance than polymer membranes. Gas
separation and water/ion separation properties
have been measured using such porous graphene
membranes (62, 64). Precisely tuning the nanochannels between stacked 2D graphene sheets,
or controlling the pore size and achieving high
porosity with large-area graphene membranes,
pose considerable technological challenges due to
defect control in raw graphene monolayers. Therefore, such materials cannot be used for industrial,
large-area membranes without major breakthroughs
in large-scale, reproducible manufacturing.
As an example of the properties of such materials, Surwade et al. created small nanopores
(~1 nm) via oxygen plasma irradiation at a density
of ~1012 cm−2 in monolayer graphene membranes
placed on a microscale aperture. The resulting
membranes exhibited high water permeability
(64). In one sample, the driving force normalized
water flux (i.e., permeance) was 250 L m−2h−1bar−1,
whereas a state-of-the-art reverse osmosis (RO)
membrane would have a permeance of about
2.3 L m−2h−1bar−1 (65–68). However, this perforated graphene membrane had poor salt/water
selectivity, ranging from about 5 to 200 (the wide
range presumably due to sample-to-sample variability). For comparison, a state-of-the-art RO
membrane requires a salt/water selectivity of

16,000 to meet water purity requirements, and
aquaporins have essentially infinite selectivity
and a permeance of 1.6 × 106 L m−2h−1bar−1 per
aquaporin (68).
Graphene oxide (GO) has a high density of
oxygen-containing functional groups (e.g., hydroxyl,
epoxy, and carboxyl) and some vacancy defects
in the 2D carbon lattice. GO can be prepared
inexpensively on a large scale by oxidation and
exfoliation of graphite. GO sheets can be readily
dispersed in water or organic solvents, providing
facile means for membrane fabrication via welldeveloped membrane-coating technology using
GO dispersions (69, 70). Differing from nanoporous graphene, adjustable 2D nanochannels
between adjacent GO sheets can be used for
selective molecular transport. GO membranes
can have high water-transport rates (71), because
the oxidized domains act as spacers to separate
adjacent GO sheets and facilitate water molecule
intercalation, and the pristine graphitic domains
in GO sheets create a network of capillaries allowing almost frictionless flow of water, similar to
water transport through carbon nanotubes (72).
In addition, GO membranes can display sieving
properties in aqueous solutions (69), blocking
all solutes with hydrated radii larger than 0.45 nm,
which is inadequate for desalination applications,
given that, for example, a hydrated sodium ion
is smaller than this.
GO membranes have also been explored for
gas separations. Li et al. (73) fabricated ultrathin
GO membranes (e.g., ~1.8 nm thick) that exhibited
high H2/CO2 and H2/N2 selectivity. Kim et al. (63)
demonstrated that hydrated thin GO membranes
can be used as CO2-selective membranes because
permeance of all gases, except CO2, decreased
as feed humidity increased. Condensed water
molecules in the pores, or between GO sheets,
hindered transport of relatively noncondensable
small molecules such as N2. As with graphene
and other 2D atomically thin materials discussed
before, fabrication of defect-free, large-scale GO
membranes for liquid or gas separation is extremely challenging, due to their poor mechanical
properties, which markedly limits the practicality
of such membranes.
On the laboratory scale, a 10 cm2 (10−3 m2)
membrane sample is often sufficient to generate
initial characterization data. However, industrial
production of membranes for large-scale applications can require 1000 to 100,000 m2 of membranes, all of which must be prepared with defect
densities, for gas separations, below about 1 cm2
of defects for every 105 cm2 of membrane surface
area (74, 75). Such a 106 to 108 scale-up in the size
of defect-free membranes is often a major stumbling block for introduction of new materials as
membranes and is exacerbated if the new materials
cannot be readily transformed into thin, defectfree membranes using conventional membraneformation methods (3).
One popular approach to address difficulties
in preparing large-surface-area, defect-free, ultrathin membranes of promising nanomaterials (e.g.,
carbon nanotubes, graphene, zeolites, and MOFs)
is the use of mixed-matrix membranes (MMMs).
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the pore size was reduced to ~1.5 nm, while
still maintaining high water flux (53), yielding
nanofiltration (NF) membranes, thereby potentially opening a large set of practically important
separations (e.g., dye removal from textile wastewater). The detailed formation mechanism of
such membranes is still under debate (54). Block
copolymers, such as those used to prepare the
original isoporous membranes, are expensive
relative to traditional polymers used in waterpurification membranes. If isoporous membrane
were made entirely of such block copolymers,
cost would likely be a considerable roadblock for
such materials, restricting their use to high-value,
low-volume separations (e.g., biomedical applications) rather than large-scale drinking or wastewater purification applications.
Inorganic materials offer efficient ways to
tailor pore sizes and shapes and achieve narrow
pore size distributions, potentially leading to high
permeability and/or high selectivity. For example,
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have been
studied for gas separation and other related
applications (55). MOFs are synthesized by connecting inorganic and organic units via covalent
bonds to form permanently porous crystalline
structures. Numerous MOFs with various welldefined pore sizes and channels have been reported
(56). Due to their high porosity (~50% of the
crystal volume); high surface area (~10,000 m2g−1),
which exceeds traditional inorganic materials
(e.g., zeolites and carbon molecular sieves); and
extensive ability to chemically tailor MOFs, they
have been widely studied as membrane materials. Crystalline MOF membranes on porous
substrates have been explored, particularly for
gas separation applications. Like zeolite membranes, continuous MOF membranes are prepared
primarily by in situ and seeded-secondary growth
methods. More recently, zeolitic imidazole frameworks (ZIFs), a subclass of MOFs, have been of
interest for gas separations, mainly because their
pore size is similar to the size of small gas molecules and they can exhibit high chemical and
thermal stability (57, 58).
Although continuous, self-supporting thin films
of MOFs would be preferred for membrane applications, they are not mechanically robust enough
to form large surface area membranes. Consequently, they are fabricated on mechanically stable
porous supports (58). Additionally, such crystalline
materials in the thin-film state contain intrinsic or
extrinsic defects (e.g., grain boundaries) between
single crystalline domains, leading to nonselective
flow (59). Many studies focus on minimizing such
defects to achieve high selectivity and reducing the
thickness of the active layer to achieve high permeance. For example, Nair and colleagues. coated
ZIF-8 onto polymeric hollow fibers using twosolvent interfacial synthesis (58). They used highly
gas-permeable, porous poly(amide-imide) hollow
fibers as a support and prepared a continuous ZIF-8
membrane on the lumen surface of the hollow
fibers via interfacial microfluidic membrane processing. These membranes showed clear molecular
sieving properties—high H2 permeance [3000 gas
permeation units (GPU)], high H2/C3H8 selectiv-
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compared the CO2/CH4 selectivity with MMMs,
including a bulky-type MOF, nanosized MOF,
and MOF nanosheets, based on the same MOF
material (85). Only MOF nanosheets in the MMM
showed improved selectivity and no significant
permeability loss relative to the neat polymer
membrane. Similar effects can be observed in
other nanosheet-incorporated MMMs. When GO
nanosheets are incorporated into polyether-based
copolymer membranes for CO2 separation, CO2/N2
selectivity increased significantly compared with
the pristine polymer membrane with no permeability penalty, even at low loadings (e.g., below
0.1 weight %) (86).
Comparison of transport characteristics
of synthetic and biological membranes
Fig. 3. In designing mixed-matrix membranes
to overcome the upper bound, compatibility
between filler and polymer, filler particle
size and shape, and homogeneous filler distribution are important factors. (Case 1)
Molecular sieving fillers (e.g., CMS and zeolites)
often lead to selectivity increases and permeability decreases (35). (Case 2) Molecular
sieving fillers with nano size or nanosheet
shapes (e.g., MOFs nanocrystals or 2D nanosheets) can improve both permeability and
selectivity (55). (Case 3) Fillers with interfacial
voids, even when homogeneously dispersed,
can result in increased permeability and
decreased selectivity (55).

number of nonselective pathways for gas transport, resulting in high ethylene/ethane separation performance with increasing MOF content
(55). Incorporation of larger MOFs (i.e., 100 to
200 nm) did not show performance improvement relative to that of membranes containing
smaller MOF nanocrystals.
In addition to the factors discussed above, filler
shape and orientation are important. Anisotropically shaped (e.g., sheetlike) inorganic materials
may be better than isotropically shaped materials
for mixed-matrix membranes, because MMMs
containing nanoscopically small, thin nanosheets
can allow high separation performance at much
lower loading than that required for isotropic
fillers. For example, 2D nanomaterials [i.e., those
with one dimension on the nanoscale (e.g., MOF
nanosheets and graphene oxide)], rather than
0D [all three dimensions on the nanoscale (e.g.,
carbon molecular sieves, silica, and MOF crystals)]
or 1D [two dimensions on nanoscale (e.g., carbon
nanotubes and aluminosilicate nanotubes)] nanomaterials, may be preferred because they can be
incorporated into ultrathin membranes such as
the selective skin layers of thin-film composite
or hollow fiber membranes. MOF nanosheets
exhibiting high gas permeance and high gas
selectivity (e.g., H2/CO2 separation) have been
developed (84). When such MOF nanosheets are
incorporated into a polymer matrix, the resulting
MMMs can improve gas separation performance
by eliminating nonselective permeation pathways
as compared with isotropic MOFs. Rodenas et al.

Unlike synthetic membranes, biological membranes exhibit both high permeability and high
selectivity. For example, the potassium ion channel in cell membranes is thousands of times more
permeable to potassium than sodium ions, despite
the smaller ionic (i.e., crystallographic) size of
sodium, and exhibits permeation rates (~108 ions/s)
approaching the diffusion limit (87). Polymer
membranes often exhibit little selectivity for
ions of like valence and transport such ions orders of magnitude more slowly. For example,
McGrath et al. reported NaCl and KCl permeability coefficients of 3.8 × 10−8 cm2 s−1 and 4.4 ×
10−8 cm2 s−1, respectively, in a di-sulfonated
poly(arylene ether sulfone) membrane (88). KCl
permeation was more rapid than NaCl permeation by a factor of ~1.2, whereas in potassium ion
channels, K+ is thousands of times more permeable than Na+ (87, 89).
Rates of K+ transport in ion channels may be
up to 108 ions/s (87). The diameter of the selectivity filter is approximately 0.3 nm, so the area
available for ion transport is 0.071 nm2. Thus, the
K+ flux through the selectivity filter is 0.235 mol/
(cm2 s). A typical extracellular K+ concentration is 4 mM, and a typical intracellular K+
concentration is 155 mM (90). The length of the
selectivity filter is 1.2 nm (87). On this basis, the
permeability coefficient of K+, PK þ , is estimated
as follows (39, 91): PK þ ¼ JK þ L=DCK þ , where
JK þ is the flux of K+, L is the length of the
selectivity filter, and DCK þ is the K+ concentration difference between the extracellular and
intracellular compartments. Thus, the K+ permeability of an ion channel, PK þ , is 1.9 × 10−4 cm2 s−1,
~4 orders of magnitude faster than that reported
by McGrath et al.
As a further comparison, the Na+ permeability
of a Nafion synthetic ion exchange membrane
was calculated using data reported by Pintauro
and Bennlon (92). The Na+ concentration in
Nafion equilibrated with a 1 M NaCl solution
was 1.21 mol L−1 (swollen membrane). The diffusion
coefficient of Na+ in the membrane at the same
conditions was 2.62 × 10−6 cm2 s−1. The Na+ permeability, PNaþ , was calculated using the solutionm
s
diffusion model (91): PNaþ ¼ CNa
þ DNaþ =CNaþ ,
+
m
where CNa
þ is the Na concentration in the mem+
s
brane, CNa
þ is the Na concentration in the solution contiguous to the membrane (1 M), and DNaþ
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MMMs commonly consist of a dispersed nanomaterial phase and a continuous polymer matrix,
hoping to marry the high intrinsic permeability
and separation properties of advanced nanomaterials with the robust processing and mechanical properties of polymers (Fig. 3). Most studies
involving MMMs have focused on gas separation
membranes (76), in which molecular sieving particles such as zeolites, carbons, and MOFs have
been incorporated into a polymer matrix to alter
their performance. More recently, nanotubes and
nanosheets have been considered as the dispersed
phase (77, 78). Koros and colleagues theoretically
analyzed the potential of MMMs, predicting gas
separation performance beyond Robeson’s upper
bound (particularly for O2/N2 separation) (35).
However, most experimental results fall below
the theoretical maximum because of unfavorably
large interfacial gaps between the dispersed
nanomaterials and polymer matrix and relatively
limited dispersed phase loading due to particle
agglomeration (79). As such, much of the effort
to enhance separation performance in MMMs
focuses on reducing the incompatibility between
inorganic materials and organic polymers, while
achieving homogeneous dispersions at high loading levels (80, 81). However, despite well over a
decade of sustained efforts to develop large-scale,
practical MMMs, there are no commercial examples of such membranes. Uniformly dispersing nanomaterials in thin polymer selective layers
(e.g., <100 nm thick) via continuous processes
(e.g., hollow fiber spinning) to make reproducible,
large-surface-area membranes, without introducing selectivity-destroying defects while maintaining sufficient mechanical properties to permit
manufacturing and use of the resulting membranes, has proven an arduous undertaking due
to the large number of processing variables affecting the final material structure.
In principle, in the absence of significant interfacial gaps and with homogeneous dispersion,
inclusion of inorganic materials can improve
membrane performance by increasing selectivity,
permeability, or both. Interfacial compatibility,
interaction energy between nanomaterials and
polymers, type of nanomaterial (e.g., zeolites,
silica, carbon molecular sieves, activated carbon,
MOFs, carbon nanotubes, metal oxides, mesoporous materials, nonporous materials, and nanosheets), nanomaterial concentration, orientation
of anisotropic nanomaterials, and permeation
properties of the polymer continuous phase all
influence membrane performance (77, 82, 83).
Scalable processing of MMMs is less difficult
than processing membranes made solely from
novel nanomaterials (e.g., MOFs and carbon
nanotubes) but can be much more difficult than
processing polymers alone. Successfully including such nanomaterials into thin, selective polymer layers less than 100 nm thick requires small
filler size. Bachman et al. reported MOF nanocrystals dispersed in a polyimide membrane for
olefin/paraffin separation (55). Small MOF nanocrystals (17 to 18 nm), having high external surface
area, led to a greater fraction of polymer at the
polymer/MOF interface, thereby reducing the
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Fig. 4. Morphology of state-of-the-art membranes. Examples of (A) hollow fiber gas separation
membrane (118) and (B) flat sheet RO membrane (91).
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porin channels themselves. Although aquaporins have the potential to create highly permeable,
salt-rejecting membranes, no studies to date
have demonstrated higher performance data
for aquaporin-based membranes than for stateof-the-art thin-film composite desalination membranes (48).
Although some initial fouling and cleaning
data have been reported for aquaporin-based
membranes (49), further exploration of the longterm robustness of such membranes in actual
desalination processes is needed. Examples of
such studies include fouling properties, tolerance
to common membrane-cleaning chemistries, and
stability of AQP-based membranes. Moreover,
higher selectivity is needed to be competitive
with existing RO membranes. Depending upon
its source, water slated for desalination can contain complex mixtures of ions and other components, some of which (e.g., mercury ions) are
known to disable water transport in aquaporins
(93). Studies to date have mainly focused on
simple salts (e.g., NaCl), so the performance of
such membranes for separating other common
ions, or mixtures of ions, is largely unknown.
Ability to remove solutes such as boron and low
molar mass neutral molecules, which are problematic for existing RO membranes, has not
been reported. Similar considerations will apply
to other biomimetic membrane structures under
development.
Design constraints beyond permeability
and selectivity
Many studies focus exclusively on making membrane materials with better permeability and/or
better selectivity. However, the ultimate performance of a membrane is gauged by flux (or permeance) and ability to separate mixtures of
practical interest. High flux depends on using
high-permeability materials and making thin
membranes from those materials, which is why
the separating layer of current membranes is
often less than 100 nm thick. Making such thin,
defect-free membranes on a large scale in a
reproducible fashion is a critical barrier to introduction of new membrane materials. Moreover,
as discussed further below, not every separation
demands or even benefits from membranes with
ultrahigh permeability or selectivity. Additionally,
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is the sodium diffusion coefficient in the membrane. Thus, the Na+ permeability in Nafion was
3.1 × 10−6 cm2 s−1, nearly two orders of magnitude lower than that of the potassium ion channel, demonstrating the high permeability of ion
channels relative to synthetic membranes.
In aquaporins, water can transport as fast as
~3 × 109 molecules/s through the water channel,
whereas H3O+ and small neutral solutes are
almost completely excluded (48, 93–95). Such
transport properties are simply unattainable
with current synthetic membranes (68). These
combinations of high selectivity and permeation
are ascribed to several common structural features in both aquaporins and potassium ion channels: (i) uniform pore sizes of just the right size to
accommodate the desired ion or water molecule;
(ii) hourglass-shaped pores, with a very short
selectivity filter [i.e., 12 Å long in the potassium
channel (87) and ~20 Å in AQP1 aquaporin (93)],
flanked by wider regions (i.e., vestibules) to accommodate rapid ion or water transport to and from
the selectivity filter; and (iii) exquisitely tuned
molecular interactions to energetically and entropically facilitate partitioning of desired species into the channel (87, 93).
Direct incorporation of bacterial water channel proteins [aquaporin Z (AQP)] into synthetic
membranes can lead to improved combinations
of water transport and salt rejection in desalination membranes. In 2007, Kumar et al.
reported successful insertion of AQP proteins
into synthetic triblock copolymer vesicles to form
spherical cavities (~117-nm radius) with AQP units
spanning the vesicle wall (96). The rate of water
transport through the vesicle walls increased 5
to 10 times upon introduction of AQP. To create
a functional membrane, AQP-containing vesicles
were ruptured onto a porous support membrane
to form a planar bilayer, which acted as the
selective barrier of the membrane (97). Such
membranes generally exhibited low salt rejection due to unavoidable defects. Another approach
is to incorporate AQP-containing vesicles into
the aqueous diamine solution commonly used
to prepare NF and RO membranes by interfacial polymerization (98). However, separation
performance of membranes prepared by this
simple approach is mostly dependent on the
surrounding polymer matrix, not on the aqua-

some applications cannot use or benefit from
higher flux. To date, only a handful of families
of polymers have been commercialized as separation membranes (3). High permeability is one
component of high flux but not the only one.
To obtain high flux, one may design a material
with a higher permeability coefficient, make an
existing membrane thinner, or increase the driving
force for transport. However, there are limitations
and drawbacks to each of these approaches.
Figure 4 shows cross sections of typical gas
separation and RO membranes. All membranes
for these applications are formed in solvent-based
processes that lead to a thin (~100 nm) selective
membrane layer situated on a porous support,
which provides mechanical strength to the thin
selective membrane. This is about the thinnest
that can be achieved in large-scale membrane
production processes with current procedures
without introducing intolerable amounts of
pinhole defects (i.e., through pores) that allow
selectivity-destroying bulk convective flow (74, 75).
The porous support may be 50 to 200 (or more)
mm thick and typically has surface porosity values
in the range of 1 to 10%, with small surface pores
(<100 nm) to provide a relatively smooth surface
for the nonporous selective layer (99, 100).
Figure 5A shows an example of the effect of
support mass transfer resistance on upper-bound
performance of a thin-film composite (TFC) gas
separation membrane consisting of a thin selective separating layer on top of a porous support.
Such membrane structures are widely used commercially because the separation layer thickness
can be quite thin (~100 nm) and, in many cases,
the support can be made from a low-cost, mechanically robust engineering thermoplastic (e.g.,
polysulfone). This approach allows one to use
potentially exotic, expensive materials for the
separating layer, because so little of this material
is used per square meter of membrane area that
the overall cost of the membrane can be quite
low. However, if the thin selective layer becomes
extremely thin (i.e., much less than 100 nm), the
distance a solute molecule must travel through
the selective layer of the membrane to reach a
pore in the porous support can become greater
than the selective layer thickness, and flux does
not increase as expected with decreasing thickness. In gas separation membranes, addition of
a high-permeability, thin “gutter” layer between
the thin selective separating layer and the porous
support helps mitigate this phenomenon, but
simply making thinner selective layers does not
guarantee flux increases (99). Although the porous
support is often assumed to contribute negligibly
to mass transfer resistance across a membrane (i.e.,
all of the mass transfer resistance is due to the
thin selective membrane itself), this approximation becomes less and less valid as membrane
materials become thinner and more permeable,
leading to fluxes that do not increase as the thickness of the thin selective membrane decreases and
selectivities that are far below intrinsic values of
the separation material of interest (101). Thus,
design of new membrane materials without consideration of membrane support properties can
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to 100 L m−2 h−1 bar−1 produces a meager 1.0%
reduction in energy consumption. Similar conclusions were obtained when modeling RO brackish
water desalination (102). Although high-permeance
RO membranes may have the potential to reduce
required membrane area, this solution will not
be practical because severe concentration polarization (CP) induced by the high water flux will
significantly hinder process performance (1). In
addition, membrane fouling, which is already a
major problem with current-generation membranes, is exacerbated at higher water fluxes
(103, 104). Rather than increasing membrane
permeance, increasing the water-solute selectivity
(or minimizing solute passage) of RO membranes
should be a very important goal for improving
process performance and yielding higher-quality
product water (48, 102). Current challenges with
existing membranes include the removal of boron
in seawater desalination, minimization of the passage of low–molecular weight toxic contaminants
in water and wastewater reuse [e.g., arsenic,
fluoride, and many uncharged solutes, such as
endocrine disruptors increasingly found in water
(105)], and production of high-purity water for
various industries with minimal deionization steps
after the RO stage (102).
Membrane separations are often limited by
available driving force, so increases in membrane material selectivity result in little or no

Fig. 5. Effect of membrane support and operating conditions on
separation characteristics of gas separation membranes. (A) Membrane support. (B) operating conditions. (A) shows the 2008 upper-bound
data for CO2/N2 separation translated into the selectivity and permeance
(i.e., pressure-normalized flux) that could be achieved by placing a thin
(100 nm) membrane onto a slow (103 GPU), medium (104 GPU), or fast
(105 GPU) porous support membrane. For brevity, only 20% of the 2008
upper-bound data have been shown on the selectivity-permeance plot. The
dashed lines indicate the expected performance of materials lying on the
upper bound. The star [left side of (A)] denotes permeability/selectivity of
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gain in product purity (3). In gas separation membranes, this concept is quantified by the pressure
ratio (i.e., the ratio of feed to permeate pressure)
divided by membrane selectivity (3). Pressure
ratios may be set by economic considerations
largely dependent on process conditions (i.e.,
independent of membrane properties). In gas
separation applications, typical pressure ratios
are 5 to 15 (106). Designing materials with selectivity values much greater than the pressure
ratio yields little or no improvement in product
purity, as shown in Fig. 5B. Membranes used in
industrial hydrogen separations (3) and those
considered for postcombustion carbon capture,
for example, have low pressure ratios, limiting
the need for highly selective membranes (106).
Wessling and colleagues recently demonstrated
the use of upper-bound properties of membranes
coupled with process modeling to identify economically optimal combinations of permeability
and selectivity for nitrogen removal from natural
gas (107). Such studies for other gas and liquid
separations of interest would be desirable to
provide appropriate targets for materials design.
In addition to having excellent transport properties, membrane materials must be mechanically
robust to survive manufacturing, installation, and
long-term use. For example, seawater RO membranes are routinely used at pressures of 55 bar,
and gas separation membranes may operate at

a hypothetical material with separation properties above the upper bound.
The stars [right side of (A)] denote permeance and selectivity of thin-film
composite membranes of this material using different supports, showing
that a high flux support is needed to reach desirable performance (blue
shaded region) for postcombustion CO2 capture (15). The procedure for
generating the upper-bound lines in the selectivity-permeance plot is
described here (119). (B) shows the effect of varying membrane selectivity
on permeate vapor concentration for a vapor separation membrane
operating at a feed/permeate pressure ratio of 20 and 1% vapor in
the feed.
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lead to performance much worse than that expected based on results from free-standing films.
Such support mass transfer resistance has been
recognized, for example, to have pronounced
performance-limiting effects in the current generation of forward osmosis membranes (40)
and has long been important in gas separation
membranes (99).
In water purification membranes, RO desalination provides an example of the insignificance of high-permeability membranes on process
efficiency. Numerous studies have suggested that
developing high-permeance RO membranes could
reduce energy consumption in desalination,
which is proportional to the applied hydraulic
pressure to drive water permeation across the
membrane (1, 72, 96). However, energy consumption is constrained by the conventional singlestage operation of RO systems, in which the
minimum hydraulic pressure, and hence the
minimum specific energy (i.e., energy per volume of product water), is equal to the osmotic
pressure of the exiting brine (1, 102). Recent
process modeling for RO seawater desalination
indicates that increasing membrane water permeance from 2 L m−2 h−1 bar−1, the current level
of commercial TFC desalination membranes, to
10 L m−2 h−1 bar−1, results in only a 3.7% reduction in energy consumption (102). Moreover,
a further 10-fold increase in permeance from 10
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Outlook
Increasing demand for energy-efficient gas and
water separations, coupled with growing availability of nanomaterials and a deeper understanding of the structural features of biological
membranes that give them excellent permeability and selectivity, has stimulated substantial
research aimed at overcoming the permeability/
selectivity trade-off. Membranes in use today
were discovered, in many cases, by serendipity.
Molecular-level design and insight, including
advanced simulation and modeling, will be critical for breakthroughs going forward. For example, the approaches used to prepare membranes
today do not allow for independent control of
permeation properties of interest [e.g., water
transport cannot be controlled independent of
salt (or other solute) transport, and the transport
of one gas, e.g., CO2, cannot be systematically
manipulated without changing the transport
of other gases, e.g., CH4], even though such properties would be highly desirable. Whereas traditional membranes for water and gas separations
are largely based on polymers and are subject
to the permeability-selectivity trade-off, many
new materials and design approaches (e.g., bioinspired, biomimetic, or MMMs) offer the hope
of better control over pore size and size distriPark et al., Science 356, eaab0530 (2017)

16 June 2017

bution, which can break the conventional upper
bound.
However, many questions remain about both
new and existing membranes. For example, our
fundamental understanding of the basic thermodynamics and diffusion properties of water and
ions in polymers used in RO and electrodialysis
membranes and many energy applications (e.g.,
fuel cells, batteries, and reverse electrodialysis) is
at an extremely rudimentary level (111), although
recent advances in this area are allowing for
prediction of ion sorption and transport in highly
charged ion exchange membranes (111, 112). While
theoretical models have been proposed for the
upper bound for gas separation membranes (22)
and desalination membranes (47), no such analog
exists today for other separations, such as electrodialysis, although the empirical evidence is overwhelming that such a trade-off exists (46). There
is a real need for fundamental modeling, at length
scales ranging from atomistic to continuum, to
provide rational guidance for designing future
membranes. More recently developed nanomaterials and MMMs would also benefit from an
increased focus on fundamental modeling. In
all cases, better understanding of structureproperty-performance relationships in new, as
well as existing, membrane materials is urgently
needed.
For all membrane materials, it is critical to
consider factors other than permeability and
selectivity in materials design. Today, we typically
use rather elaborate, nonequilibrium, continuous
processes involving large amounts of volatile,
potentially toxic solvents to manufacture membranes. An advantage to this approach is the
widespread use of composite membranes, where
a thin (~100 nm) separating membrane is applied to a porous support membrane, which can
be made of a relatively inexpensive engineering
thermoplastic. Such composite membranes allow
the use of novel, expensive materials as the separating membrane, because so little of the separating membrane is required for a given area of
membrane. Nevertheless, novel processing strategies to simplify membrane manufacturing and
scale-up would contribute remarkably to accelerating deployment of new membrane materials.
Development of solvent-free membrane manufacturing processes or processes using environmentally benign, inexpensive solvents (e.g., water)
would bring about disruptive, sustainable changes
in membrane fabrication. Issues such as process
constraints, material processability, and long-term
stability in the process environment where the
membranes will operate should be built into research efforts to identify, as early as possible,
materials that can be deployed for large-scale,
practical challenges, such as the growing need
for clean water, treatment of waste products from
hydraulic fracturing, and climate change.
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pressures exceeding 100 bar (3). High-salinity
brines (e.g., much greater than seawater, such as
water produced from hydraulic fracking) would
require mechanically more robust RO membranes
to enable operation at ultrahigh pressures. For
example, using the extremely saline water (34%
salinity) from the Dead Sea would require membranes operating at pressures of more than 250 bar
(108). Details of the mechanical property requirements and design criteria, both for membranes
and for their porous supports, are currently poorly
understood, in part due to the lack of mechanical
property data accompanying reports of new membrane materials.
Membrane materials must also be chemically
and thermally tolerant to conditions encountered
during operation. For example, oxidatively stable
(i.e., chlorine tolerant) RO membranes remain an
elusive goal. Such materials are needed because
aqueous chlorine (e.g., hypochlorite) is widely
used to control biological activity in water streams
being fed to desalination processes, and current
aromatic polyamide–based polymers, the state of
the art for desalination membranes, have poor
chlorine tolerance (109). Polymeric gas separation membranes are rarely deployed in applications exceeding 100°C due to a lack of stability
of such membranes at high temperatures. Separations such as those found in precombustion
carbon capture could benefit from membranes
with much better thermal stability (110). Designing membranes that are resistant to plasticization
(i.e., penetrant-induced swelling and subsequent
loss of separation properties) will be required for
membranes to be used in applications such as
olefin/paraffin separation (36, 37). Most important, membrane materials must be scalable to be
manufactured in defect-free, large surface areas.
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Filtering through to what's important
Membranes are widely used for gas and liquid separations. Historical analysis of a range of gas pair separations
indicated that there was an upper bound on the trade-off between membrane permeability, which limits flow rates, and
the selectivity, which limits the quality of the separation process. Park et al. review the advances that have been made in
attempts to break past this upper bound. Some inspiration has come from biological membranes. The authors also
highlight cases where the challenges lie in areas other than improved separation performance.
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